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Motivating QuestionMotivating Question

•• Are there (lowAre there (low--level) categories of level) categories of 
analytic activities people perform when analytic activities people perform when 
using information visualization systems?using information visualization systems?

If so, what are they?If so, what are they?
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Existing WorkExisting Work

WehrendWehrend & Lewis& Lewis
((VisVis ’90)’90)

User tasksUser tasks
identifyidentify
locatelocate
distinguishdistinguish
categorizecategorize
clustercluster
distributiondistribution
rankrank
compare within relationscompare within relations
compare between relationscompare between relations
associateassociate
correlatecorrelate

Roth & Roth & MattisMattis
(CHI ’90)(CHI ’90)

User informationUser information--
seeking goalsseeking goals
value lookupvalue lookup
compare within relationscompare within relations
compare between relationscompare between relations
distributiondistribution
functional correlationfunctional correlation
indexing needsindexing needs

ShneidermanShneiderman
(VL ’96)(VL ’96)

Visualization taskVisualization task
overviewoverview
zoomzoom
filterfilter
details on demanddetails on demand
relaterelate
historyhistory
extractextract
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Existing WorkExisting Work

InformInform EnableEnable
Elaborate   Summarize           Explore               ComputeElaborate   Summarize           Explore               Compute

Search        Verify       Sum       DifferentiateSearch        Verify       Sum       DifferentiateEmphasizeEmphasize
RevealReveal

AssociateAssociate
BackgroundBackground
CategorizeCategorize
ClusterCluster
CompareCompare
CorrelateCorrelate
DistinguishDistinguish
GeneralizeGeneralize
IdentifyIdentify
LocateLocate
RankRank

CorrelateCorrelate
LocateLocate
RankRank

CorrelateCorrelate
LocateLocate
RankRank

CategorizeCategorize
ClusterCluster
CompareCompare
CorrelateCorrelate
DistinguishDistinguish
EmphasizeEmphasize
IdentifyIdentify
LocateLocate
RankRank
RevealReveal

CategorizeCategorize
CompareCompare
CorrelateCorrelate
DistinguishDistinguish
IdentifyIdentify
LocateLocate
RankRank
RevealReveal

Zhou & Zhou & FeinerFeiner (CHI ’98)(CHI ’98)
User goals in creating multimediaUser goals in creating multimedia
presentationspresentations
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ShortcomingsShortcomings

•• Focus on a generated presentation or Focus on a generated presentation or 
infovisinfovis system as endsystem as end--resultresult
–– User tasks a subcomponentUser tasks a subcomponent

•• Issues with task sets (important ones left Issues with task sets (important ones left 
out)out)
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BackgroundBackground

•• Use “commercial tools” class assignmentUse “commercial tools” class assignment
(early in class)(early in class)

•• Students generate questions to be answered using Students generate questions to be answered using 
commercial commercial infovisinfovis systemssystems

•• Data sets:Data sets:

•• Generated 196 total analysis tasksGenerated 196 total analysis tasks

3985164Grocery surveys 

47101742Films

5310407Cars

1414987Mutual funds

431578Cereals

Questions 
Generated

AttributesData 
cases

Domain
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BackgroundBackground

•• Use “commercial tools” class assignmentUse “commercial tools” class assignment
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TerminologyTerminology

•• Data caseData case –– An entity in the data setAn entity in the data set

•• AttributeAttribute –– A value measured for all data A value measured for all data 
casescases

•• Aggregation functionAggregation function –– A function that A function that 
creates a numeric representation for a creates a numeric representation for a 
set of data cases (set of data cases (egeg, average, count, , average, count, 
sum)sum)
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1. Retrieve Value1. Retrieve Value

General Description:General Description:
Given a set of specific cases, find attributes ofGiven a set of specific cases, find attributes of
those cases.those cases.

Examples:Examples:
-- What is the mileage per gallon of the Audi TT?What is the mileage per gallon of the Audi TT?
-- How long is the movie Gone with the Wind?How long is the movie Gone with the Wind?
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2. Filter2. Filter

General Description:General Description:
Given some concrete conditions on attribute values,Given some concrete conditions on attribute values,
find data cases satisfying those conditions.find data cases satisfying those conditions.

Examples:Examples:
-- What Kellogg's cereals have high fiber?What Kellogg's cereals have high fiber?
-- What comedies have won awards?What comedies have won awards?
-- Which funds underperformed the SPWhich funds underperformed the SP--500?500?
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3. Compute Derived Value3. Compute Derived Value

General Description: General Description: 
Given a set of data cases, compute an aggregateGiven a set of data cases, compute an aggregate
numeric representation of those data cases.numeric representation of those data cases.

Examples:Examples:
-- What is the gross income of all stores combined?What is the gross income of all stores combined?
-- How many manufacturers of cars are there?How many manufacturers of cars are there?
-- What is the average calorie content of Post cereals?What is the average calorie content of Post cereals?
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4. Find 4. Find ExtremumExtremum

General Description:General Description:
Find data cases possessing an extreme value of anFind data cases possessing an extreme value of an
attribute over its range within the data set.attribute over its range within the data set.

Examples:Examples:
-- What is the car with the highest MPG?What is the car with the highest MPG?
-- What director/film has won the most awards?What director/film has won the most awards?
-- What Robin Williams film has the most recentWhat Robin Williams film has the most recent

release date?release date?
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5. Sort5. Sort

General Description:General Description:
Given a set of data cases, rank them according toGiven a set of data cases, rank them according to
some ordinal metric.some ordinal metric.

Examples:Examples:
-- Order the cars by weight.Order the cars by weight.
-- Rank the cereals by calories.Rank the cereals by calories.
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6. Determine Range6. Determine Range

General Description:General Description:
Given a set of data cases and an attribute of interest,Given a set of data cases and an attribute of interest,
find the span of values within the set.find the span of values within the set.

Examples:Examples:
-- What is the range of film lengths?What is the range of film lengths?
-- What is the range of car What is the range of car horsepowershorsepowers??
-- What actresses are in the data set?What actresses are in the data set?
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7. Characterize Distribution7. Characterize Distribution

General Description:General Description:
Given a set of data cases and a quantitative attribute ofGiven a set of data cases and a quantitative attribute of
interest, characterize the distribution of that attributeinterest, characterize the distribution of that attribute’’ss
values over the set.values over the set.

Examples:Examples:
-- What is the distribution of carbohydrates in cereals?What is the distribution of carbohydrates in cereals?
-- What is the age distribution of shoppers?What is the age distribution of shoppers?
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8. Find Anomalies8. Find Anomalies

General Description:General Description:
Identify any anomalies within a given set of data casesIdentify any anomalies within a given set of data cases
with respect to a given relationship or expectation,with respect to a given relationship or expectation,
e.g. statistical outliers.e.g. statistical outliers.

Examples:Examples:
-- Are there any outliers in protein?Are there any outliers in protein?
-- Are there exceptions to the relationship betweenAre there exceptions to the relationship between

horsepower and acceleration?horsepower and acceleration?
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9. Cluster9. Cluster

General Description:General Description:
Given a set of data cases, find clusters of similarGiven a set of data cases, find clusters of similar
attribute values.attribute values.

Examples:Examples:
-- Are there groups of cereals w/ similar fat/calories/sugar?Are there groups of cereals w/ similar fat/calories/sugar?
-- Is there a cluster of typical film lengths?Is there a cluster of typical film lengths?
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10. Correlate10. Correlate

General Description:General Description:
Given a set of data cases and two attributes, determineGiven a set of data cases and two attributes, determine
useful relationships between the values of those attributes.useful relationships between the values of those attributes.

Examples:Examples:
-- Is there a correlation between carbohydrates and fat?Is there a correlation between carbohydrates and fat?
-- Is there a correlation between country of origin and MPG?Is there a correlation between country of origin and MPG?
-- Do different genders have a preferred payment method?Do different genders have a preferred payment method?
-- Is there a trend of increasing film length over the years?Is there a trend of increasing film length over the years?
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Discussion/ReflectionDiscussion/Reflection

•• Compound tasksCompound tasks
–– “Sort the cereal manufacturers by average “Sort the cereal manufacturers by average 

fat content”fat content”
Compute derived value; SortCompute derived value; Sort

–– “Which actors have co“Which actors have co--starred with Julia starred with Julia 
Roberts?”Roberts?”

Filter; Retrieve valueFilter; Retrieve value
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Discussion/ReflectionDiscussion/Reflection

•• What questions were left out?What questions were left out?
–– Basic mathBasic math

“Which cereal has more sugar, Cheerios or Special K?”“Which cereal has more sugar, Cheerios or Special K?”
“Compare the average MPG of American and Japanese cars.”“Compare the average MPG of American and Japanese cars.”

–– Uncertain criteriaUncertain criteria
“Does cereal (X, Y, Z…) sound tasty?”“Does cereal (X, Y, Z…) sound tasty?”
“What are the characteristics of the most valued customers?”“What are the characteristics of the most valued customers?”

–– HigherHigher--level taskslevel tasks
“How do mutual funds get rated?”“How do mutual funds get rated?”
““Are there car aspects that Toyota has concentrated on?”Are there car aspects that Toyota has concentrated on?”

–– More qualitative comparisonMore qualitative comparison
“How does the Toyota RAV4 compare to the Honda CRV?”“How does the Toyota RAV4 compare to the Honda CRV?”
“What other cereals are most similar to “What other cereals are most similar to TrixTrix?”?”
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Discussion/ReflectionDiscussion/Reflection

•• Shares overlap with taxonomies Shares overlap with taxonomies 
discussed earlierdiscussed earlier

•• Shares operations with spreadsheets or Shares operations with spreadsheets or 
DB languages such as SQLDB languages such as SQL
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ConcernsConcerns

•• InfoVisInfoVis tools may have influenced tools may have influenced 
students’ questionsstudents’ questions

•• Graduate students as group being Graduate students as group being 
studiedstudied
–– How about professional analysts?How about professional analysts?

•• Subjective Subjective –– Not an exact scienceNot an exact science
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ContributionsContributions

•• Set of Set of groundedgrounded lowlow--level analysis taskslevel analysis tasks

•• Potential use of tasks as a Potential use of tasks as a 
language/vocabulary for comparing and language/vocabulary for comparing and 
evaluating evaluating infovisinfovis systemssystems

•• Continue emphasis and focus on endContinue emphasis and focus on end--
user goals and tasksuser goals and tasks
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Thanks for your attention!Thanks for your attention!
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